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Thread) Trump, the Democrats, and “corruption” 
 
Trump kicked off his 2020 reelection campaign with these
words: “The only thing these corrupt politicians will
understand is an earthquake at the ballot box. . .” 

 
 
Trump's critics see much irony.

News Brief: Trump Campaigns In Florida And Threatens Mass Deportat…
President Trump chose Orlando, Fla., for the official kickoff of his reelection
campaign. Also, he tweeted about an intensified immigration enforcement effort.

https://www.npr.org/2019/06/19/733955556/news-brief-trump-campaigns-in-florida-and-…

1/ What about: 

 

💠All that nepotism? 

 

💠The shameless way Trumps are profiting from the presidency? 

https://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2018-03-05/how-is-donald-trump-

profiting-from-the-presidency-let-us-count-the-ways 

💠The Mueller report’s discussion of "the Presidenti's corrupts of his authority?" (vol.

2, p. 8) 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/03/12/ivanka-trump-jared-kushner-are-c…
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https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Muelller-Report-

Redacted-Vol-II-Released-04.18.2019-Word-Searchable.-Reduced-Size.pdf

2/ And what about: 

 

💠 10,796 Trump lies in 869 days?

 

💠 Accusations from the NY AG that the Trump’s stole from charity? 

 

 

If that’s not corruption, what is? 

And here is Trump, accusing others of corruption with a straight face.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/06/10/president-trump-has-made-false-…
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(Roundup) The NY Attorney General filed a lawsuit accusing the 
Trump Foundation (Trump, Donald Jr., Ivanka, and Eric) of 
“persistently illegal conduct” and “repeated and willful self-
dealing transactions.” 
 
The petition is here: ag.ny.gov/sites/default/…
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3/ . . . while his critics cheer. What gives? 

 

Yale Prof.@jasonintrator, author of👇, says: 

 

“Fascists see democracy as corrupt because democracy requires concessions to

different groups. They see compromising with out-groups as “corruption.”
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4/ Therefore, says @jasonintrator, every fascist campaign is an “anti-corruption”

campaign.  

 

The phrase, “Drain the swamp” originated with Mussolini. 

 

See Prof. Stanley's book, How Fascism Works, or watch: 
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(Thread) Donald Trump and Fascism 
 
Spoiler: Yale professor Jason Stanley (and others) have defined 
the characteristics of a fascist leader. 
Yeah, Trump meets them all.  
 
Sources for Stanley’s ideas. Two talks:youtube.com/watch?
v=CQMOvz…youtube.com/watch?v=v4K0JD…
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5/ Interestingly, the dictionary offers two definitions of “corruption.” 

 

Definitions (a) and (b) are the view of Trump’s critics: Trump is corrupt because he

engages in illegal behavior and permits other government officials to do so. HIs

behavior is unlawful and depraved.

6/ On the other hand, definitions (c) and (d) 👇offer the view of Trump’s supporters: 

 

“Democrats”—loosely defined to mean anyone not loyal to Trump—are diluting the

purity and goodness of the nation, partly by championing the needs of “others” or

members of "outgroups."
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• • •

7/ Remember when Sarah Palin talked about the “pro-America” or “real America,” by

which she meant the part that was rural or small town and white? 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xsps2bNOpPs

 

The implication was that Democrats (who champion the rights of minority

communities) are anti-American.

8/ What about that Proud Boy member who bought tactical gear to a Trump rally to

protect Trump from liberals. 

 

He genuinely thinks liberals are the enemies of America and a physical danger to

Trump. I suspect there are lots more like him.

Jean Guerrero
@jeanguerre

Proud Boys member (self-described Western Chauvinist men’s 
group) says he’s at Trump rally with tactical gear to protect 
Trump fans from liberals.
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